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COMETS, METEORS, AND METEORITES
Mysterious Travelers of the Sky- Their Origin, Action, and Composition

BY CHESTER A. REEDS
Curator of G eology and Invertebrate Palreontology, American Mu se um of Natural History

OMETS, meteors, and meteorites are
usually regarded as three distinct
cosmic phenomena. They seem to
be connected, however, by relations of
origin and association founded upon well
authenticated observational evidence.
These phenomena appear but occasionally
and are singular and mysterious in aspect.
In appearance comets and meteors resemble one another, for they both have
luminous heads and nebulous tails: but as
far as space relations are concerned they
are separated by millions of miles.
Comets, which are the most distant, are
those erratic members of the solar system
which move in elongated orbits about the
sun. Their masses are exceedingly small
when compared to their size, for t hey are
generally surrounded by hazy or nebulous
envelopes. Meteors, on the other hand,
are transient cosmical bodies which enter
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the earth's atmosphere from without and
become luminous as they shoot across the
sky. Meteorites are masses of matter
from outer space which have fallen upon
the earth's surface. They consist usually
of stony matter with varying amounts of
metallic iron and nickel ; more rarely of
nickeliferous iron and much more rarely
of stony matter with little or no metal.
For untold centuries man has looked at
the starry canopy of the heavens at night
and marveled at the wondrous display of
the moon, the planets, and the multitude
of stars set in constellations or in the
Milky Way. During the day this same
canopy impresses him in a different manner, for, due to the strong light from the
sun, the zenith appears to be sky-blue and
a sense of emptiness and vacancy is in
evidence everywhere except for the clouds
that may form in the lower levels of the
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IDERITE

This fell near Grootfontein,
Southwest Africa. Thi find
(1920) is reported to be the
largest single mass of meteoric
iron known (3X9X9.67 feet)
60 metric tons, 132,300 lbs.
Tron 83.44 0 , nickel 16.24% .
It hows no line - an a taxi te

atmosphere called the troposphere. The
stars and planets which are prominent on
clear nights can eldom be seen in the
daytime except from the depths of a welJ,
a cave, a cafion or through a telescope.
Man has discovered from such observations spread over many centuries that
these various celestial objects have regular
yearly movements, that they are governed
in their course by definite physical laws,
and consequently he ha grown accustomed to their regular movement , for he
ets his clocks and watches by sidereal
time 1 predicts the time of eclipses to
within a few seconds of their happening,
plants and harvests his crops according
to the seasons, makes his
home on the earth and
plans his busines undertaking for the coming
year with full confidence
that these bodies will
continue their accustomed movements and
functions.
On the other hand it
ha been more difficult
for man to vi ualize the
OLLAQUE SIDEROLITE,
OLLAQUE, BOLIVIA

The polished surface shows
olivine masses filling meshes
of nickel-iron network

daily and yearly movements of the earth, as
one of the planet of the
solar system, for he, with
his building , railroad
and other works, is carried along unconsciously
with the earth a the entire solar system moves
through space towards the star Vega.
The earth rotates on its axis at the rate of
17.28 miles a minute at the equator and
travels at a speed of more than 1000 mile
a minute along its path around the sun.
While these celestial and terrest.rial
phenomena are profound and have engaged the attention of scientific men and
philosophers for more than two millenia,
the occasional appearance of comets, and
the not infrequent flight of meteor and
meteorites have aroused special attention,
for these phenomena are as yet not
fully understood. Comets, meteors, and
meteorite. appear by day or by night.
They are een in flight more clearly by

COJIET , JIETEOR , A
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ARTIST'S SKETCH OF METEOR FALLI G AT NIGHT . BY T . W . VOTER

Meteor pass through the atmo phere at speed varying from eight to fifty mile per econd

night than during the day for at night
their light i apparently stronger.
Comet are rarely conspicuou . for !es
than ten per cent of the several hundred
thousand in the solar y tern can be een
with the naked eye. They vary con iderably in ize, some of the smalle t have
approximately the diameter of the earth;
while the Great Comet of 1 11 exceeded
the size of the un and had a diameter of
fully 1,000;000 mile . The average size
of many of them i 80,000 mile . Comet ,
which move in highly elliptical orbits of
great extent are, according to Kepler'.
law , much more rapid in their motion
when near the sun than when far away.
iioreover, ince mo t of them are illuminated only during the hort interval
when they are near the un, they tnwel
mo t of the time in the cold realms of pace
a dark objects or faintly luminou bodies.
Comet u ually have a brilliant head
and tail when een near the un . The
long tail, if pre ent, generally stream

aero s the ky for millions of mile in
direction away from the sun. The
brilliant head is hazy and nebulous in
appearance and may change in size when
swino-ing through that portion of its
elliptical orbit nearest the un, called
perihelion. Although the head may be
great in size its mass is exceedingly mall,
being le than that of the major planet .
Within the head a sharply defined starlike nucleus is usually visible. Thi
nucleu i generally believed to be composed of a swarm of meteors and meteorite , whereas pectrum analy es show that
the outer portion of the head con ists of
the extremely rarefied gases cyanoo-en and
carbon monoxide. The tail is not in
evidence when the comet is far from the
un, but) as the sun i approached, an
atomic activity is et up within the head
and electrons are driven off into pace to
form the tail. Some force, perha ps the
sun' light pres ure, radiation pre ure or
electrical repul ion within the comet's
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C. P. Smyth's drawing ol
Halley's comet, 1835- 1 36.
From Chamber' lory of the
omets

head, is responsible for the lighted tail.
As shown by an accompanying drawing,
the tail point away from the un even
after the comet has pa sed around the sun
and tart on its return trip. Then the
tail precede the body of the comet. At
various time the tail ha been ob erved
to con i t of variou treamer emanating
from the head.
It would eem that tho e particles of
matter which are driven out of the head
to form the tail are lost and must be
con tantly renewed, for it has been noted
that comet who e orbit are mall and
pa s frequently abo ut the sun are relatively faint and of ten devoid of a tail.
May it not be that their frequent pa sage
about the un ha deprived them of the
ga eou tail-forming material?
Comet or at lea t some of them follow
regular orbit .
ewton, in tudying the
comet of 1680, a certained that, according
to the law of gravitation, the path of a
comet hould be an elongated curve, and
represented the cour e of such a body
mathematically. H alley, in 1704, collected the ob ervation on 24 comet ,
calculated their orbit , and found that the
comet of 1682 had a path round the un
similar to that of the comet of 1456,
1531, and 1607. He recognized them a
recurrences of the same comet and, although their period were not exactly

equal, due to interference
by the planets Jupiter
and aturn, he predict d
that thi comet would return, subject to the influences of the planet ,
about 175 . Other a tronomer took up the
calculation of the algebraical and numerical
formulre and determined that Saturn
would delay the return of Halley' comet
100 day and Jupiter 51 day , a total of
618 days. The comet was observed to
pa s perihelion on March 12, 1759. It
returned arrain on ovember 15, 1835,
after completing its course in 28,006
days. In 1873 it reached aphelion and
returned once more in 1910. Halley's
comet thus ha an average period of a bout

Photo0raph by Max Wolf

COMET MOREHOUSE (1908 III)

Discovered ovember, 190 , by D . W. Morehouse at Yerkes Ob ervatory, Wisconsin. A
series of parabolic hoods enclose the head of the
comet. From Handbuch der A trophysik, Band IV
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COMET RORDAME

July, 13, 1 93. The camera
moved with the comet, hen ce,
the stationary stars show as
short white lines

76}' year . These calculations and observations
removed comet from the
domain of legend and established them as part
of our solar system.
The periodicity of a considerable number of comets has been confirmed.
Of these Encke's comet,
discovered November 26, 1818, is the
''Mercury of Comets." It completes its
elliptical orbit of 2,324,060,000 miles
in 3.3 years. It is qrightly lit up when
it passes within 31 million miles of the
sun and may then be readily seen with
a telescope. In its revolutions it is also
affected by planetary disturbances as are
some 60 other comets with known periods
of less than 80 years. Astronomers divide

SECTION OF A COMET'S PATH

Pa sage of the comet 1843 about the sun. This
comet covered the perihelion portion of its
orbit, twelve million kilometers, in ten hours
The tail pointed away from the sun

Photograph by E. E . Barnard, L ick Observatory, Calif .

thi assemblage of comets into four groups
and name them after the four major planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
Jupiter's family, the largest, has some fifty
members including Encke's comet, with
periods 3.3 to 8.9 years; Saturn's family
has four members with periods 13.1 to 17.7
years: Uranus has two with an average
period of 36.6 years; Neptune's family has
nine member including H alley's comet
with a mean period of 70.0 year,. The influence of Jupiter on the first group has
been for the most part e tablished, but the
connection of other planet with their
assigned members is not universally
recognized .
There are a number of instance ' on
record which show that not only the orbits,
but also the comets themselves, may be
considerably affected by passing near the
planet Jupiter. For instance, the orbit of
Lexell's comet of 1770 was so changed in
1779 that it could not be seen. In 1770
it passed within one and a half million
miles of the earth. Changes have also
been noted in d' Arrest's comet 1860,
Brook's 1886, ,volf's 1875 and 1922.
The 1922 perturbations of Wolf's comet
modified the orbit to such an extent that
it took a course nearly the reverse of that
of 1875. Biela's comet whose period of
6.75 years was e tablished in 1826 had
been seen in 1772 and 1805. Its orbit
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While the earth encircle the un in one year, Encke's comet take three and one-third year , and other
cornet a longer period. Mo t comet have paths which do not lie in the plane of the earth' orbit

wa found to inter ect that of the earth ,
and in 1 32, when it returned, there were
many needles apprehen. ion . It wa::not een in 1 39, but in 1 46 it wa found
to have plit into two comet , which
travelled ide by ide. In 1 52 it reappeared with the two comet farther
apart. It wa not een in 1 59 or in
1 66, and for the year 1 72, 1 5, 1 92
and 1 9 . ther wa no comet, but intead brilliant hower of meteor .
ther
known comet have al o di appeared,
namely: Bror n and Temple I, in 1879.
The Pon -\\ inneck comet with a period
of 5.6 year ha al o attracted con iderable attention becau of irr ularitie. in
it orbit and it period. Di co, red in
1 19, it perihelion di tance, although
changed every alt mate r volution by
Jupiter, r mained within the arth'
orbit up t 1915, when it went out ide.
In June, 1916, and June 1927, there were
m teoric how r , which were a ociated
with thi com t.
m a tronomer would

al o connect thi comet with the great
meteoric fall, which era hed into an uninhabited region of central iberia in 190 ,
where, after the reported appearance of a
great light followed by many detonation ,
an area of om 1,000 quar mile , wa
c mpletely deva tated.
The mo t prominent member of aturn' family is Tuttle' comet, di covered
in 1 5 , with a period of 13H year . It ha
been een at every return ince 1 5 .
Temple comet, di covered in 1 66,
i the mor n table of the two comet of
ranu . It period of 33 year and it
orbit coincide with that of the Leonid
meteor with brilliant di play in
ovember, 1 33, 1 66, and le
o in 1 99,
ince perturbation of Jupiter had changed
it cour e. It motion i retrograde to
that of the planet . tephan' comet een
1 67, but not ince, is the other member.
Of eptune nine comet five have
b en een a econd time. Halley i the
be t known. It ha been traced back to
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IRO r
METEORITE FROM
GIBEO ,
0 TH'\\ E T
AFRICA

black carbon nodule appear near the center of the
poli hed and etched surface;
Widman tiitten figures cover
the remainin° portion of the
lice

2-10 B.c. On variou occa ion it has approached
near enough to the earth
to give meteor hower .
It wa ob erved in 467,
1066, 1456, 1531, 1607,
1759, 1835 and 1910. It
cro ed the sun in 1910,
but ince it wa then invi ible, it demon trates the very small
amount of matter remaining in it.
Other comets with period ranging from
119 to 165 years have been ob erved,
and one with a period of 335 year
uggests a family belonging to an extra
Neptune planet.
In thi connection it hould be tated
that while comet may be een at variou
times a they pass about the un, meteor
can be een only when they enter the
earth' atmosphere. In various in tance
it has been noted that where comets
approach or cro s the orbit of the earth,
or di integrate, meteoric display have
been ob erved.

ot infrequently on clear night faint
moving park of light may be een to
emanate poradically from the tarry
canopy and increa e in brightne as they
move rapidly towards the earth, but
eldom reach it before quickly and
silently disappearing. Such object are
called " hooting star " or mall meteors.
Occa ionally, a brilliant streak of light
with a more or le well-defined head
called a "fireball" or "bolide," accompanied by a hissing ound and detonations, will light the sky momentarily and
trike the earth at a place near or beyond
the range of vi ion of the observer.
The e are also meteors, but of a larger
ize than the hooting
star type. Perhap a
cloud of du t will be een
to ri e from the place
where it struck and its
lodgment can be definitely located. When the
spot is approached, there
may be een a newly made
hole, one or more feet in
A PORTION OF THE
RO E CITY, MICHIGA
METEORITE

r,

Composed of a network of
stone and metallic masses
with a black cru t appearing
on the upper and lower
margin
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OLBROOK ,ARIZONA
AEROLITE
,.
5 P.M.July 19,1912,<"::'·:

1

(Left) THE HOMESTEAD, low A, HOWER.-Showing a characteri tic ellipsoidal area, 3 X6 miles.
Pieces weighing 32 kilograms were found along the northern margin. (Right) TeE HOLBROOK ,
ARIZONA , HOWER.- The ellip oidal area is 1 X3 miles in extent. Many thousand of mall fragment
have been recovered

depth with an object in t he bottom of it.
The object may be eit her a stone with a
blackened surface or an irregular mass
of metal marked on t he front or "bru teite" with 'hallow furrow and ubconical
pit , and on the rear side with depre ion called thumb-marks or " piezoglyphs." Sometimes t he thumb-mark are
found on all surfaces. These marking
are due to superficial heating produced by
friction with the air. Whether t he object
ha a tony or metallic a pect it appearance will be unlike any terre trial rock or
tone and may be called a meteorite.
tony meteorites often fall as shower
due to the fact that t he original ma
explode or burst one or more times
before reaching the earth. The areal
distribution of the tony fragments on
the urface of the ground u ually as ume
the form of an ellip e varying in size from
one-half mile in width to three in length
a in the 1912 Holbrook, Arizona, fall, or
three by ix mile a in the 1 75 H omestead, Iowa, fall, or three by ten miles a
in the 1924 John town, olorado, fall, a
shown diagrammatically in t hi article.
The individual of a how rare distributed

according to their momentum, t ho e of
small ize with les momentum will reach
the ground first, while tho e of large
size and greater momentum will be carried
farther. Thi fact afford corroborative
evidence in determining t he direction of
t he path of t he meteor. A compari on of
t he diagram will how t hat the Homestead meteor t raveled in a . .Vv. direction, th Holbrook in an E .N.E. direction
and t he Johnstown in a .... E. direction.
Nickel-iron meteorite are often found
in single mas e , yet in the ca e oft he ape
York, Greenland, iron two large ma e.
were found on one i -land, and one each on
two near-by i land , ugge~ting a ingle
fall. The large ma· , Ahnighito, 36}~ ton,,
the ·w oman, 3 ton , and the Dog, 960
pounds, are in the American l\Iu eum.
The other piece, 3.4 metric ton , i in the
Royal iuseum at Copenhagen, Denmark.
Th Bethany iron in outhwest Africa
have been found singly in rather widely
eparated area , yet when th ir di. t ribution is plotted it sugge t a bower. The
mo t recent find in thi region i that of
Hoba We t iron near Grootfontein, outbwest Africa. It is estimated to wei~h 60
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metric tons and is reported to be the largest single mass known.
::\Ir. Hirn, writing in L ' Astronomie,
June, 1883, calculated that a bolide entering the upper regions of the atmosphere
with a relative velocity of 18.64 miles per
second, compressed the air in front of its
path from one-hundredth of an atmosphere
on entering to 56 atmospheres at a height
of 23 miles. He also determined that with
increase of pressure there is an increase of
heat and a rise of temperature on the
exterior surface to points higher than can
be produced in the laboratory. The
temperature of space is 273° below zero
Centigrade. It is assumed that the
bolide had thie: temperature before entering the earth's atmosphere. If so, then its
surficial temperature was raised from
- 273° C. to 3,340° C. in the few seconds
of is flight. If this calculation be true it
is readily understood why a meteor becomes visible on account of this transformation of its motion into heat and light.
Neither is it difficult to perceive why the
small masses of "shooting stars" are consumed, why the larger stony masses with
low conductivity are rent into fragment::;
by explosions, and why the more tenaceous
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SCAf.E OP MIL ES

JOHNSTOWN, COLO. ,

AEROLITE
-4 .2.0 P . M., July 6, 1924
,., .o .

THE JOHNSTOWN, COLORADO, SHOWER

Four terrific explosions were heard accompanied
by "smoke" puffs, before the fragments were
spread over an ellipsoidal area some 3 X 10
miles in extent

irons usually remain intact and have
irregular outlines and pitted
surfaces.
It is also known that the greater the air pressure the more the
velocity of the meteor is checked.
This fact would explain the shallow depth of the holes made in
the ground by most meteorites.
The height at which some meteorites lose their initial velocity is
quite variable. On the basis of
some nine, which have been
studied, it varies between 2 and
THE JOHNSTOWN, COLORADO,
AEROLITE

One of the thirteen pieces found showing a th.in black crust and a gray stony
interior. Rounded and angular particles
of greenish-gray pyroxene are in evidence in the gray field
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• CANYON DlA.BLO SIDERITE
oh o ut METEOR CRATER , .A r,'z.

KETCH MAP

bowing position of Meteor Crater and the Ca nyon Diablo Meteorites

29 mile above the urface of the earth.
ome few meteor , however, have made
o-reat hole in the ground.
The mo t remarkable
occurrence of iron meteorite a ociated with a
meteor crater is in Yavapai
ounty, Arizona,
near the inter ection of
the 111 th meridia n and
35th parallel. The meteori te, which i called
anyon Diablo, after a
near-by ero ion feature,
con i t of thou and of
piece of variable izes
cattered over an oval
ar a about nine mile in
diameter. A depre ion
known a :\let or rater
TH E

ANYO L DIABLO
METE ORITE

A large ma of the Canyon
Diablo iderite in the American Mu eum. Total weight
of fall unknown; six tons
pr rved in collection

lie in the center of the meteorite field.
Thi crater i quite large being 4150 feet
in diam ter and 570 feet deep. It i urrounded by a parapet 150 feet in height
compo ed of rock debri thrown out of
the crater. The crater ha been tudied
at variou time from different tan Ipoint and the pre ent general con en u
of opinion i that it wa formed by the
impact of a great meteor or comet with
the earth ome 50,000 year ago, and
that immediately following the impact
there was a tremendous explo ion which
not only cattered the meteorite and rock
debri over the surrounding plain, but
ouged out the crater pit and greatly di turbed the normal dispo ition of the thick
lime tone and and tone bed in the margin of the crater. Boring have been
made within and about the margins of the
crater in an endeavor to locate a po ible
larger meteoric ma s, but so far they have
yielded only inconclu. ive result .
Other meteor crater and a ociated

COMET , METEORS, AND METEORITES
rn teori c material have recently been
fo und at H enbury, Au tralia and Ode a,
Texas.
o meteorite fragment , however, have been found near the meteor
crater of Tunguska, Siberia, and Kaali,
Esthonia.
So seldom are meteorite seen to fall
that it is not strange that uch phenomena
hould attract widespread attention whenever and wherever t hey occur. Neither
is it strange that skepticism hould arise
in the minds of non-wit nesses regarding
the existence of objects which are reported
to have fallen from the heaven .
Early records show that meteoric
hower were regarded a upernatural.
According to t he late G. P. Merrill of the
mithsonian Institution, such phenomena
are referred to in Revelations v1, 13 ; vm,
10; and xn, 3, 4. E. F. F. Chladin in 1819
stated that one of the olde t meteoric
fall on record is that of Crete, 1478 B. c.
Pliny in his second book, N aturale H i tofre, mentions that in 468 a. c. a Greek
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Photogra p h by Clyde Fisher

METEOR CRATER, ARIZONA, FROM THE RIM

Looking across t he crater pit, 570 feet deep and
4150 feet in diameter

philosopher, Anaxagoras Clazomenius,
foretold that with the appearance of a
comet a stone should fall
from t he sun . Such a
stone did fall at Abydo
and was held in great
reverence. Record also
show that at 11 :30 P.M. ;
on ovember 7, 1492, a
meteorite fell at En isheim in Ober-E lsass, Germany. This stone was
regarded as a miracle of
God a nd by order of King
Maximilian the mam
mass, weighing 260
pounds, was placed in
the church at Ensisheim.
This meteorite is of interest in t hat it con titutes
AIRPLANE VIEW OF
METEOR CRATER, ARIZO TA

Taken by Clyde Fisher,
January 12, 1933, wi t h snow
on the ground.
Canyon
Diablo and t he San Francisco
Mountains in t he backgroun d
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the oldest known fall of which amples of the general attitude of the public in
the pecimen have been pre erved.
regard to meteoric phenomena.
A noted by Dr. 0. . Farrington,
With this change in attitude it i inter1915, the fir t stony meteorite observed esting to note by centurie the record of
to fall in America, and which was meteorites which were seen to fall and
described, was that of Weston, which fell portions of which have been pre erved.
6:30 A.M., December 14, 1807, in Fair- Referring to G. P . Merrill's 1929 list of
field County, Connecticut. In comment- 482 falls, we note that for the 15th and
ing upon this fall Thomas Jefferson, 16th Centuries there is one each; for the
Pre ident of the United States, expressed 17th, three; for the 18th, nineteen; for
the prevailing opinion in regard to the 19th, three hundred forty-two; and
meteorites when he said that it was easier for the first third of the 20th, one hundred
to believe that Yankee professors would sixteen. This shows quite conclusively
lie than to believe that stones would fall that during the centuries when meteorites
were regarded as being supernatural, few
from heaven.
The brilliant display in November, specimens were found, and that during
1833, of shooting stars, later known as the 19th and 20th Centuries, when they
Leonid meteors, associated with Temple's received attention, many were recovered.
Out of a total of 482 seen to fall, 458
comet, brought forth a decided change in

A GREAT BOLIDE OR METEOR, AS SEE

THRO UGH A TELESCOPE

Photograph by Josef Klepesta at the Prague Observatory, September 12, 1923. The white spots are
stars. The bolide is the white streak of varying width. It crossed the field of the camera as the great.
piral nebulre in Andromeda (center) was being photographed
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HOOTING
TAR A
SEEN THROUGH A
TELESCOPE

Nebulre in Cygnus to the
right. The star& show as
white dots. Photograph
by E. E. Barnard,Yerkes
Observatory, Wisconsin,
July 15, 1909

repre ent stony meteorite , 5 stonyirons, and 22 nickeli'r on meteorites.
Stony meteorites are
thus seen to fall more
frequently than the
iron meteorites, of
which 350 had been
found to 1929, but
only 22 seen to fall.
The number of falls
and finds known in
1929 was 832. The
list has been considerably increased during the following four
years. The American
Museum Collection
of meteorites (March,
1933) contained 2640
specimens, representing 569falls and finds.
Large collections
of meteorites reveal
that the specimens of no two falls are
exactly alike in structure or composition,
yet it has been observed that they may be
arranged into three principal groups or
kind , as noted by Merrill namely:
1.

2.

Aerolites, or stony meteorites, consisting
essentially of silicate minerals with minor
amounts of the metallic alloys and
sulphides.

Siderolites or stony-iron meteorites, consisting of an ~xtremely variable network
or sponge,- of metal, the interstices of
which are occupied by one or more
silicate minerals.
3. Siderites or iron meteorites, consisting
essentially of an alloy of nickel-iron
with iron phosphides and sulphides.

Technical students of meteorites have
subdivided each of these groups. The
acrolites and siderites are, however, the
more common kinds. When cut, polished and etched, the siderites, or iron
meteorites, usually show peculiar markings of crossed lines, and thus can be
easily distinguished from the terrestrial
irons.
Some siderites have the nickel-iron
alloys arranged in the form of plates
parallel with the faces of an octahedron.
These lamellae may be of different degrees
of thickness and compo ed of one, two or
three kinds of metal. On etching with
acid these metallic bands react unequally
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and how characteri tic figure known a
,, idman tatten line .
Another group of iron meteorite , compo ed of homogeneou ma es of nickeliron, show cleavage and lamellae parallel
to the faces of a hexahedron. Thi i due to
the twinning of a cube on an octahedral
face. On etching with dilute nitric acid
the tructures how eumann line . Such
forms are known as hexahedral iron .
A third group of irons are called ma ive
iron or ataxites becau e their structure is
amorphou and how neither Neumann or
" idman tatten line or other pronounced
features.
The structure of the aerolites is quite
different. They re emble the light colored
felsitic rock of the earth' crust, but they
are unlike them. Aerolites may be granular, cry talline, chondritic, basaltic, tufflike or breccia-like and with or without
veins. Metallic hreds may or may not
be scattered through the ma . While the
color i u ually light gray, it may vary
through various shades of gray to black.
A characteristic
feature of a?:rolite is that while
their interior may
be gray in tone,
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with variou
chondrule
or mineral
grain in evidence, their exterior urf ace
are always coated with a thin black
crust, which varie in thickne from ¾4
to 152 of an inch.
A tronomers tell us that about 400,000,000 celestial object enter the earth
atmosphere every day, that about 20,000,000 are large enough to form hooting
tars or meteor , and that of thi number a
minimum of but one per day i of ufficient
ize to reach the earth and con titute a
meteorite. At fir t it may eem trange
that so many meteor enter the atmo phere and so few reach the earth. When
it is recalled, however, that meteorite
vary from size micro copic to object
measured in ten of cubic feet, that they
enter the upper rarefied layer of the
earth's atmosphere at peeds varying
from 8 to 50 miles per econd, and that
the atmosphere offers great resi tance to
their pa age, it i not surpri ing that in
the few econd of their flight through the
atmosphere that most of them are heated
to the point of
incande cence and
con urned before
they reach the
earth.
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